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Explicit expression of mappings optimal transportation plans for the Wasserstein
distance in R p, p>1, are not generally available. Therefore, it is of great interest
to provide results which justify the practical use of simulation techniques to obtain
approximate optimal transportation plans. This is done in this paper, where we
obtain the consistency of the empirical optimal transportation plans. Our results can
also be employed to justify a definition of multidimensional complete dependence.
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The MongeKantorovich mass-transportation problem (MTP) consists
in minimizing the cost of transportation of a mass from one location to
another. In this kind of problem it can usually be assumed that the mount
of the mass does not vary during transportation. Then, without loss of
generality, we can assume that the initial and the final distributions of the
mass are given, respectively, by two probability measures P and Q. In this
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way, it is possible to give a precise mathematical formulation of the MTP
as follows.
Let P and Q be two probability measures on the Euclidean space R p
equipped with its usual norm & &. Let us assume that c(x, y) :=&x& y&2 is
the cost of transportation of a unit mass from x to y. If  &x&2 dP and
 &x&2 dQ are finite, we will denote by the L2-Wasserstein distance between
P and Q, W(P, Q), the value defined by means of
W2(P, Q) :=inf {| &x& y&2 +(dx, dy), + # M(P, Q)= , (1)
where M(P, Q) denotes the set of all probability measures on R2p with
marginal distributions P and Q. Obviously, W2(P, Q) is the minimum cost
of transportation of the associated MTP.
The infimum in (1) is attained. Thus, to find W(P, Q) it is enough to
obtain a pair (X0 , Y0) of random vector (r.v.’s), with distributions laws
L(X0)=P and L(Y0)=Q, verifying
E &X0&Y0&2=inf[E &X&Y&2, L(X )=P, L(Y )=Q] (=W2(P, Q)).
Such a pair is called an (L2)-optimal transportation plan (in short, o.t.p.)
between P and Q. (L2-optimal coupling for (P, Q) is an alternative, some-
times used, terminology).
From the probabilistic point of view, the interest of the Wasserstein dis-
tance comes from its relation with the weak convergence of probability
measures (see Proposition 2.2). A good reference for the properties and
applications of these and related metrics is [9].
In [2] it was proved that, under continuity assumptions on the prob-
ability P, if (X, Y ) is an o.t.p., then Y :=H(X ) almost surely (a.s.) for some
suitable optimal map H. Moreover, as observed in [4], an interesting con-
sequence of the characterization of optimal transportation plans in [11] is
that the optimality of a map H is essentially independent of the distribution
of X (see Proposition 2.3). In consequence, with an abuse of notation, we
will often refer to such optimal functions as o.t.p.’s.
This kind of result was pioneered by Knott and Smith in [7] by
considering the opposite point of view of handling mappings H, possibly
multivalued, so that (X, H(X )) is an o.t.p. between a pair of probability
measures.
The aim of this paper is to study the behavior of o.t.p.’s when the
marginal distributions converge (see Theorems 3.2 and 3.4), thus generaliz-
ing Theorem 3.1 in [13]. However, the interest of this generalization is
shown in the following applications which are not covered by the result in
[13].
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1.1. Approximation by Simulations of Optimal Transportation Plans
Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 permit us to obtain the consistency of o.t.p.’s
(Theorem 4.2). This consistency provides the basis for using simulation
techniques to obtain approximations to o.t.p.’s as follows. Given two prob-
ability measures P and Q, let Pn and Qn be empirical probability measures
obtained through a random sample respectively taken from P and Q.
Theorem 4.2 implies that the o.t.p. between Pn and Qn is a reasonable
approximation for the o.t.p. between P and Q.
The interest of this approximation is twofold. On the one hand, it is
widely recognized that a major open problem related to MTP is that
expressions for o.t.p.’s are not generally available in the multidimensional
setting. But there are algorithms which allow computation of the o.t.p.
between two discrete probabilities (see, for instance, [1]) which, according
to Theorem 4.2, can be used to approximate the o.t.p. we are interested
in.
On the other hand, from the statistical point of view, our theorem
justifies some reasonable, but previously unjustified, simulation approaches
to optimal maps, as in [5], where o.t.p.’s are handled as a multivariate
generalization of the quantilequantile plots.
1.2. Monotone Dependent Random Vectors
Theorem 3.2 suggests a reasonable definition for the antithesis of the
independence of two r.v.’s (see, for instance, [12] for the state of this
question). At first glance, a good definition for this (proposed in [8] in the
real case) might be
Definition 1.1. The random vector Y is completely dependent on X if
there exists a function H such that Y=H(X ).
Just as the limit of a sequence of r.v.’s with independent marginals has
independent marginals, it would be desirable for the limit of completely
dependent r.v.’s to be completely dependent. However, this does not
happen. In fact, some examples are known (see [6]) in which, although the
r.v.’s [(Xn , Yn)]n have the same marginal distributions and Yn=Hn(Xn),
the sequence [(Xn , Yn)]n converges in distribution to a r.v. (X, Y ) with
independent marginals. This difficulty was overcome in the real case (in
[6]) by assuming in the above definition that the maps Hn are monotone,
thus giving way to the definition of monotone dependent pairs of real ran-
dom variables.
Taking into account that, in the one-dimensional case, the o.t.p.’s coin-
cide with the increasing maps, our Theorem 3.2 justifies the following
definition of multidimensional monotone dependence.
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Definition 1.2. The random vector Y is monotone dependent on X if
there exists an optimal transportation plan H such that Y=H(X ).
1.3. Almost Sure Convergent Constructions
In [10] the following question is studied. Let [Pn]n be a sequence of
probability measures on R2 which converges weakly. It is well known (by
the Skorohod almost sure representation) that there exists a sequence of
r.v.’s [(Xn , Yn)]n which converges almost surely, such that for every n the
distribution of (Xn , Yn) is Pn . Now, let us assume that the first marginal
distribution of Pn is constant. The question is: Would it be possible to
construct the sequence [(Xn , Yn)]n in such a way that Xn=X1 , for
every n # N? The answer is negative and a counterexample is provided in
[10].
However, our Theorem 3.4 shows that the answer is affirmative provided
that the representation of the probabilities [Pn]n are monotone dependent.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we summarize, for the sake of completeness, some nota-
tion, definitions, and results which can be found mainly in [24, 13].
The set of probability measures, P, on the Euclidean space R p verifying
 &x&2 dP< will be denoted by P2 .
We assume throughout the paper that all the r.v.’s under consideration
are R p-valued and defined on the same space (0, _, &). The symbol *p will
denote the Lebesgue measure in R p, and the absolute continuity of a
measure + with respect to *p will be denoted by +R*p . As usual, we say
that the set A is of +-continuity if the topological boundary of A has
+-probability 0. Weak convergence of probabilities will be denoted by
ww , while wL means convergence in distribution of r.v.’s.
It is well known that in the real case, optimal maps coincide with
increasing arrangements. Increasing maps also play an important role in
R p but the appropriate concept of increasing multidimensional maps to be
handled must be specified. This turns out to be that of a monotone
operator in the sense of Zarantarello: Let us denote by ( } , } ) the inner
product in R p. A mapping H : D/R p  R p is said to be Z-increasing when
(H(x)&H(x$), x&x$)0 holds for every x, x$ in D. While that condition
is not sufficient to characterize optimal maps, it was shown in [2] that it
is necessary in R p. On the other hand, a characterization of o.t.p.’s has
been given in [11] in terms of cyclically monotone maps. These results,
together with significant properties obtained in [3], are summarized in the
following proposition.
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Proposition 2.1. Consider P and Q in P2 . Let (X, Y ) be an o.t.p.
between P and Q and assume that PR*p . Then there exists a P-probability
one set D and a map H : D  R p such that
(a) Y : H(X ), &-a.s.
(b) H is Borel-measurable.
(c) H is cyclically monotone (hence Z-increasing) on D.
(d) If (X, Y1) and (X, Y2) are o.t.p.’s for (P, Q), then Y1=Y2 &-a.s.
A well known result which relates the Wasserstein distance to the weak
convergence of probability measures is the following.
Proposition 2.2. Let [Pn]n and P be probabilities in P2 . The following
are equivalent.
(a) limn W(Pn , P)=0.
(b) The sequence [Pn]n converges weakly to P and limn  &x&2 Pn(dx)
= &x&2 P(dx).
The next proposition is a consequence of Theorem 1 in [11].
Proposition 2.3. Let (X, H(X )) be an o.t.p. between P and Q and let P*
be a probability measure in P2 which is absolutely continuous with respect to
P. If the distribution of the random vector X* is P*, then (X*, H(X*)) is an
o.t.p.
The following propositions have been proved in [3]. They are related to
the continuity of Z-increasing maps (hence of o.t.p.’s) and to a special kind
of regularity of probabilities.
Proposition 2.4. Let H : D/R p  R p be a Z-increasing map and let P
be a probability measure such that P(D)=1 and that PR*p . Then H is
P-a.e. continuous.
Let us denote by ang(x, y) the angle defined by the vectors x and y, and,
given x # R p and $>0, let B(x, $) be the open ball with radius $ centered
at x. Also, if x, z # R p and $, :>0, we denote
S(x, z, $, :) :=B(x, $) & [ y{x : ang( y&x, z)<:].
Given x # R p and a probability P, we say that P satisfies property C at
x if, for every z # R p and $, :>0, we have that P[S(x, z, $, :)]{0. We will
say that P satisfies property C if
P[x : P[S(x, z, $, :)]>0, \z # R p, $ and :>0]=1.
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Even when property C is also satisfied by some probabilities which are
not absolutely continuous with respect to *p (for instance, consider a prob-
ability measure giving positive probability to every point whose coor-
dinates are rational numbers), we have:
Proposition 2.5. Let P be a probability measure on R p such that
PR*p . Then P satisfies property C.
3. JOINT CONVERGENCE IN DISTRIBUTION
We begin with a technical lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let $>0, = # (0, ?2), a # R p. There exists h>0 such that if
&u&a&>$ then
B(a, h)/[ y : ang( y&u, u&a)>?&=].
Proof. Consider u # R p such that &u&a&>$ and let u^=
a+$ &u&a&&1 (u&a). It suffices to prove that
[ y : ang( y&u^, u^&a)>?&=]/[ y : ang( y&u, u&a)>?&=]
and then to take h<$ sin =. The computations to prove these two steps are
the same as those in Lemma 4.6 in [13]. K
As stated in the Introduction, the next theorem contains a basic require-
ment for a definition of monotone dependence between r.v.’s.
Theorem 3.2. Let [Pn]n , [Qn]n , P, Q be probability measures in P2
such that PR*p and Pnw
w P, Qn w
w Q.
Let (Xn , Hn(Xn)) be an o.t.p. between Pn and Qn , n # N, and (X, H(X ))
an o.t.p. between P and Q. Then
(Xn , Hn(Xn)) w
L (X, H(X )). (2)
Proof. Given k # N, let Ak be a bounded P and Q-continuity set such
that P(Ak) and Q(Ak)>1&k&1. Given n # N, let us consider the set
Bkn : =H
&1
n (Ak) & Ak and let P
k
n be the Pn-conditional probability given the
set Bkn , and Q
k
n be the probability distribution generated by Hn from P
k
n ;
i.e., given B # ; p, Qkn(B) :=P
k
n[H
&1
n (B)].
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By standard techniques it is possible to show the existence of a sub-
sequence [nk]k such that
Pnk(Ak) w 1 and Qnk(Ak) w 1,
Pknk w
w P and Qknk w
w Q,
lim
k |Ak &x&
2 Pknk(dx)=| &x&2 P(dx)
and
lim
k |Ak &x&
2 Qknk(dx)=| &x&2 Q(dx).
From here, by applying a well known property of weak convergence and
taking into account that the support of Pknk is contained in Ak , we have
that
| &x&2 P(dx)lim infk | &x&
2 Pknk(dx)lim supk | &x&
2 Pknk(dx)
lim sup
k
1
Pnk(B
k
nk)
|
Ak
&x&2 Pnk(dx)=| &x&2 P(dx).
The same relation holds for [Qknk]k and Q. Therefore, as a consequence
of Proposition 2.2 and the triangular inequality for the Wasserstein distance,
we have that
lim
k
W(Pknk , Q
k
nk)=W(P, Q). (3)
Moreover, given k # N let Zk be any r.v. with distribution Pknk . From
Proposition 2.3 we have that (Zk , Hnk(Zk)) is an o.t.p. between the
probabilities Pknk and Q
k
nk .
The sequence of probabilities associated with (Zk , Hnk(Zk)) is tight
because both sequences of marginal distributions are tight. Then there
exists a new subsequence and a probability measure + such that
L(Zjk , Hnjk(Zjk)) w
w +, and, from (3), we have that
| &x& y&2 +(dx, dy)lim infk | &Zjk&Hnjk(Zjk)&
2 d&
=lim inf
k
W2(P jknjk , Q
jk
njk
)=W2(P, Q).
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Now, since P and Q are the marginals of + and the optimality of the pair
(X, H(X )) (essentially unique from Proposition 2.1), we obtain that +
coincides with the law of (X, H(X )), and hence the whole sequence
[(Zk , Hnk(Zk))]k converges in law to (X, H(X )).
Let [Ynk]k be a sequence of r.v.’s which are independent of those in the
sequence [Xnk]k and such that the distribution of Ynk is P
k
nk , k # N. We can
assume that
Znk={Xnk ,Ynk ,
if Xnk # B
k
nk ,
if Xnk  B
k
nk .
Therefore
&[&((Xnk , Hnk(Xnk))&(Znk , Hnk(Znk)))&=]&[Znk {Xnk]&[Xnk  B
k
nk]
which converges to zero and the subsequence [(Xnk , Hnk(Xnk))]k converges
in law to (X, H(X )).
Finally, if we apply the preceding argument not to the original sequence
but to any of its subsequences, we have that every subsequence of
[(Xn , Hn(Xn)]n contains a new subsequence satisfying (2); hence, this rela-
tion is proved. K
Corollary 3.3. Under the hypotheses in the previous theorem, if we
also assume that the sequence [Xn]n converges a.s. and if C is an open,
Q-continuity set, then
lim
n
&[H(X ) # C, Hn(Xn)  C]=0.
Proof. The hypothesis on the sequence [Xn]n and Theorem 3.2 imply
that (X, Hn(Xn)) w
L (X, H(X )). Hence by the P-a.s. continuity of H we
have
(H(X ), Hn(Xn)) w
L (H(X ), H(X )). K
Theorem 3.4. Let [Pn]n , [Qn]n , P, Q be probability measures in P2
such that PR*p and such that Pn ww P and Qn ww Q. Let us assume that Hn
(resp. H) are o.t.p.’s between Pn and Qn (resp. P and Q), n # N.
Then, if [Xn]n is a sequence of r.v.’s which converges a.s. and L(Xn)=Pn ,
we have that
Hn(Xn)  H(X ) &-a.s.
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Proof. Let A be the set in which H is continuous and P satisfies
property C. Let
00 : =X &1(A) & [| : lim
n
Xn(|)=X(|)].
Let |0 # 00 . Let us denote x0=X(|0), xn=Xn(|0), n # N, and let us
assume that the sequence [Hn(xn)]n does not converge to H(x0). In this
case there exists $>0, z # R p, and a subsequence [Hnk(xnk)]k satisfying
that &Hnk(xnk)&H(x0)&>$, for every k, and that
lim
k
Hnk(xnk)&H(x0)
&Hnk(xnk)&H(x0)&
=z,
and then we can also assume that
ang(Hnk(xnk)&H(x0), z)<’,
for every k, for some prefixed ’ (to be determined later).
Let =>0. According to Lemma 3.1 there exists h>0 such that the open
ball B(H(x0), h) is of Q-continuity and
B(H(x0), h)/[ y : ang( y&Hnk(xnk), Hnk(xnk)&H(x0))>?&=]. (4)
Since H is continuous on A, there exists #>0 such that
A & B(x0 , #)/A & H &1[B(H(x0), h)]. (5)
Let %>0 be such that ?2+%<?&=. Since x0 # A we have that
P[S(x0 , z, #, %)]>0 and there exists an open ball B0 such that B0 /
S(x0 , z, #, %) and P(B0)>0. Let | # 00 such that X(|) # B0 . Taking into
account that limk xnk=x0 and that limk Xnk(|)=X(|) we have that there
exists k0 (=k0(|)) such that, if kk0 , then
ang(Xnk(|)&xnk , z)<%.
Therefore, because of the increasing character of the maps [Hn]n , if we
fix kk0 and ’>0 such that ?2+%+’<?&=, we obtain that
ang(Hnk[Xnk(|)]&Hnk(xnk), Hnk(xnk)&H(x0))
ang(Hnk[Xnk(|)]&Hnk(xnk), z)+ang(z, Hnk(xnk)&H(x0))
<%+
?
2
+’<?&=, (6)
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thus, from (4), we have that Hnk[Xnk(|)]  B(H(x0), h). Moreover, by
construction of B0 and (5), we have that H(B0)/B(H(x0), h), P-a.s., and
then we have that
lim inf
k
&[H(X ) # B(H(x0), h) ; Hnk(Xnk)  B(H(x0), h)]&[X # B0]>0,
and the proof ends because this contradicts Corollary 3.3. K
4. CONSISTENCY OF REPRESENTATIONS
Let P, Q be probability measures in P2 such that PR*p and suppose
that H is an o.t.p. between P and Q. Also let P|n (resp. Q
|
n ), | # 0, be the
random sample distribution associated to n independent and identically
distributed random variables U1 , U2 , ..., Un (resp. V1 , V2 , ..., Vn), defined
on (0, _, &), with probability law P (resp. Q). Obviously, there exists H |n ,
which is an o.t.p. between P|n and Q
|
n .
Note that H |n is defined on the finite support set of P
|
n , Supp(P
|
n ), but
for almost every | the set S |=n=1 Supp(P
|
n ) is dense on the support of
P, Supp(P). Therefore, our goal is to show that for every | in a &-probabil-
ity one set, if [xk]k is a sequence in S| such that limk xk=x # Supp(P) and
xk # Supp(P|nk), for every k, where limk nk=, then limk Hnk(xk)=H(x).
By denoting by X |n and X any r.v.’s (defined on some uninteresting
probability space (T, :, {)) such that L(X |n )=P
|
n and L(X )=P, the
GlivenkoCantelli theorem applied to the sequences P|n and Q
|
n allows an
easy linkage with the results of the preceding section to obtain that
(X |n , H
|
n (X
|
n )) w
L (X, H(X )), for (&-)a.e. |,
and the following specialization of Corollary 3.3. However, note that in
both cases direct simpler proofs (by making use of the Strong Law of Large
Numbers) are also possible.
Lemma 4.1. There exists 00 # _ such that &(00)=1 and if | # 00 and C
is an open Q-continuity set, then
lim
n
P|n [H
&1(C) & H |&1n (C
c)]=0.
On the other hand, since Supp(P|n )/Supp(P) a.s., we can improve
slightly the proof of Theorem 3.4 to obtain a result in which no reference
to the artificial space (0, _, &) is needed. Its proof is very similar to that of
Theorem 3.4 and we only include some hints about it. In its statement, if
H is an o.t.p. between P and Q, we denote by A the set in which H is con-
tinuous and P satisfies property C.
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Theorem 4.2. Let P, Q be probability measures in P2 such that PR*p
and suppose that H is an o.t.p. between P and Q. Let P|n (resp. Q
|
n ), | # 0,
be the sample distribution associated with n independent and identically dis-
tributed r.v.’s, with probability law P (resp; Q), and let H |n be an o.t.p.
between P|n and Q
|
n .
Then there exists 00 # _ such that &(00)=1 and, for every | # 00 , if
[xk]k is a sequence in S |=n=1 Supp(P
|
n ) such that xk # Supp(P
|
nk), for
every k, where limk nk= and limk xk=x0 # A, then
lim
k
Hnk(xk)=H(x).
Proof. Let 00 be the &-probability one set in which Supp(P|n )/A and,
the GlivenkoCantelli theorem and Lemma 4.1 are verified. Let | # 00 ,
and assume, on the contrary, that there exists $>0 and a sequence [nk]nk ,
nk  , such that xnk # Supp(P
|
nk), xnk  x0 # A, and &H
|
nk(xnk)&H(x)&
>$ for every k.
Let =>0. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we obtain the existence of
h, #, %>0 and z # R p such that the ball B(H(x0), h) is of Q-continuity, (4)
and (5) are satisfied, and there exists B0 /S(x0 , z, #, %) with P(B0)>0.
Moreover, B0 is bounded and inf[&y&x0 & : y # B0]>0. Therefore,
taking into account that limk xnk=x0 , we obtain that there exists k0 such
that if kk0 then
sup[ang( y&xnk , z) : y # B0]<%.
Now, if y # B0 and kk0 , in the same way as in (6) we obtain that
ang(Hnk( y)&Hnk(xnk), Hnk(xnk)&H(x0))<?&=,
and, in consequence, Hnk( y)  B(H(x0), h). Therefore we have that
lim inf
k
Pnk [H
&1(B(H(x), h)) & H |&1nk (B
c(H(x), h))]
lim
k
Pnk [A & B0]=limk
P|nk[B0]P[B0]>0,
which contradicts Lemma 4.1. K
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Note added in Proof. During the proof stage the authors noted the appearance of two
papers [14, 15] which treat problems related to the one in this paper. In [14] a result
similar to Theorem 3.4 is proved, but one without the integrability hypotheses but keeping
probabilities [Pn] fixed (i.e., Pn=P for every n # N); thus this result does not suffice to cover
applications 1.1 and 1.2 in the Introduction.
In [15] some results related to the existence and uniqueness of the o.t.p.’s are obtained. As
a preliminary step it is also shown that the weak limit of o.t.p.’s is an o.t.p. Nothing related
to a.s. convergence appears in that paper.
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